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History

• 1953 – Texas Turnpike Authority opens

• 1968 – Dallas North Tollway opens

• 1989 – TollTag readers are implemented 

• 1997 – North Texas Tollway Authority is created

• 1999 – First segment  of Bush Turnpike opens

• 2000 – Significant changes to toll system begin

• 2010 – NTTA goes all electronic tolling (all-etc)
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Background

• The NTTA has used TransCore’s automatic vehicle 

identification (AVI) since 1989. 

• In 1999 TransCore was directed to provide a Violation 

Enforcement System (VES).  SAIC’s VES camera system 

was selected and camera installation began in 2000.

• The NTTA has successfully used Diamond Consulting 

Services’ (DCS) Idris software since 2000 for intelligent 

vehicle detection and axle classification.  Idris was selected 

due to implementation of open road tolling (ORT) and 

made treadles obsolete on NTTA’s system.  
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Overview

• The NTTA and Electronic Transaction Consultants (ETCC) 

began implementing the Regional Integrated Toll 

Enhancements (RITE) toll collection system in 2000 to 

replace legacy systems on DNT and PGBT.

• In 2009 the NTTA solicited bids for an IP based video 

tolling camera.  In 2010, the NTTA awarded a contract to 

Jai Inc. to provide those cameras.

• The specifications for the video tolling camera were written 

to accommodate NTTA’s needs.
– Camera only

– IP based

– Image capture rate of 99.9% 

– Camera lighting integrated within camera housing
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System Performance

• Revenue assurance goals are established annually.

– Image capture rate (99.5%)

– Image quality rate (93%)

– Optical Character Recognition (OCR) rate (70%)

– TollTag penetration (83%)

• System performance is constantly monitored.

– Real time monitoring tools

– Daily status emails

– Performance reports

– Lane audits to capture vehicle detection and AVC accuracy rates
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Conclusion

• Systems were developed as a collaborative effort between 

NTTA and integrators.

– Back Office

– TagStore and Host Systems

– Video Tolling System

– Lane Controller

• Traditional procurement methods was used for purchasing 

new video tolling cameras.  

• Performance requirements rather than technical 

specifications were a major consideration in selecting 

these systems.

• Poor system performance, revenue leakage, and return on 

investment drives decision to replace legacy systems.
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Conclusion 

• What should common technical and performance 

specifications look like?  

• Can all vendor’s performance specifications meet customer 

expectations?

• Are all toll system providers capable of delivering common 

performance specifications?

• To date, not requiring common specifications hasn’t 

presented challenges or been cost prohibitive for the 

NTTA.
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The mission of the North Texas Tollway Authority 

is to enhance mobility through responsible 

and innovative tolling solutions.


